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Editorial on the Research Topic

Study of long-term solar datasets: exploring spatio-temporal patterns of
solar variability on different time scales and implications in spaceweather

The Sun is an active star revealing spatiotemporal variability in its magnetic activity, which
further impacts our terrestrial system. Various MHD models can simulate certain aspects
of the evolution of the solar magnetic field on different time scales. Recently data-driven
models and coupling data with models by means of data assimilation and information-
theoretic approaches are being explored. The use of high-resolution and high-cadence
datasets in conjunction with historical solar data, which are being accumulated to date will
allow the derivation of a wealth of spatiotemporal patterns in solar activity on various time
scales, covering a few days through months to decades, hence providing reliable inputs for
model-simulations, and also the magnetic activity features to be predicted by the models.

Regular measurements of the spatially-resolved solar magnetic field started only in
1967. Observations, before that, captured different magnetic features such as sunspots
(Mandal et al., 2020), faculae (Muñoz-Jaramillo et al., 2012; Priyal et al., 2014), and
filaments/prominences (Chatterjee et al., 2016; Chatterjee et al., 2017a; Chatterjee et al.,
2017b; Chatterjee et al., 2020). These features found in modern datasets and historical
archives, form at different heights above the solar surface and help immensely in
understanding the magnetic field strength and topology. Several studies have found great
corroboration between the long-term spatiotemporal evolution of suchmagnetic proxies and
the evolution derived from current magnetic measurements (McIntosh et al. and references
therein). Careful treatment of historical datasets may thus provide invaluable information
about the evolutionary pattern in solarmagnetic fields (Mordinov et al., 2020) in the past and
help establish its causal connection with space weather events (Dikpati andMcIntosh, 2020).
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It must be noted that modern solar image datasets (e.g.,
SoHO, SDO, STEREO, HINODE) are captured directly through
CCDs whereas historical image archives are primarily available
as digitized or non-digitized photographic plates and hand-
drawn Sun charts or Carrington maps. The most prominent
historical archives are namely, Kodaikanal Solar Observatory Multi-
wavelength digitized archive (available from the early 1900’s,
Chatterjee et al., 2016; Chatterjee et al., 2017a; Chatterjee et al.
2017b; Mandal et al., 2017; Chatzistergos et al., 2019c; Jha et al.,
2021; Priyadarshi et al., 2023), Mt. Wilson white light directs, Ca II
K, H-alpha spectroheliograms and hand-drawn sunspot polarity
maps (Lefebvre et al., 2005; Bertello et al., 2010; Pevtsov et al.,
2019a; Chatterjee et al., 2019), Meudon hand-drawn Carrington
Maps (Malherbe et al., 2023), McIntosh hand-drawn archive
(Webb et al., 2018; Mazumder et al., 2021; Harris et al., 2022),
Kanzelhöhe prominence archive (Pötzi et al., 2013; Chatterjee et al.,
2020), Greenwich sunspot archive (Willis et al., 2013), Coimbra
archive (Carrasco and Vaquero, 2022) and Kislovodsk archive
(Tlatov et al., 2016). Several studies are focusing on one of these
datasets. Several factors such as data gaps, inter-observer variability,
data degradation, and calibration problems (Chatzistergos et al.,
2018b; Muñoz-Jaramillo and Vaquero, 2019) restrict the unified
treatment of such datasets. However, applying indirect and
sophisticated approaches (Mordinov et al., 2020) can help to unify
these datasets, thereby stretching the study time further in the
past.

The articles published on this Research Topic focus on a range of
problems such as multi-wavelength long-term data generation and
calibration, detection ofmagnetic proxies, data-driven simulation to
generate spatiotemporal patterns of magnetic evolution, prediction
of the solar cycle amplitude and drawing correlations between
solar open flux estimated from solar images and heliospheric in-
situ measurements. They employ a diverse set of methodologies
encompassing—1) edge detection and Hough transform techniques
to detect solar discs for data calibration, 2) iterative polynomial fits
to extract limb-darkening profiles for photometric calibration, 3)
morphological operators to detect sunspots and OTSU thresholding
to detect sunspot umbra, 4) Hilbert transform to predict the
solar cycle, 5) flux transport simulations to record spatiotemporal
patterns of solar magnetic fields using sunspot polarity and plage
data, 6) PFSS extrapolation to estimate open solar flux using
magnetograms as input, 7) Monte-Carlo method for ensemble
reconstruction.

We hope that the articles on this Research Topic will expose
the readers to a subset of the wealth of long-term multi-wavelength
solar data that are vital in constraining the existing models to
extrapolate the magnetic behavior of the sun as well as understand
new physics that was previously unknown. We expect that this
Research Topic will inspire applications of state-of-the-art data
processing (including Machine Learning) approaches to generate
high-quality homogeneous data series combining multiple surveys
and enable the scientific community to establish causal connections
between phenomena happening at different time scales from the
solar surface to the heliosphere.

We list below the detailed description of each article published
on this Research Topic.

Lockwood et al. Paper-I presents updated mean reconstructions
of the interplanetary magnetic field, solar wind speed, and open

solar flux (OSF) for the past 186 years using geomagnetic indices and
modern in-situmeasurements. They use the Monte Carlo technique
that generates an ensemble of 1 million members for each pairing of
indices and enables the reconstruction of the mentioned parameters
with uncertainty estimates.The study reports an increase in the solar
cycle average of open solar flux from 2.46 × 10 14 Wb in 1906 to 4.10
× 10 14 Wb in 1949.

Lockwood et al. Paper-II shows how the geomagnetic
observations presented in paper-I can be combined with long data
series of solar observations to gain a deeper understanding of the
long-term change in the solar corona and heliosphere during the
rise and fall of the Modern Grand Solar Maximum. The study
finds close agreement between the polar coronal hole fluxes and
the values derived from open flux continuity modeling based on
sunspot numbers. It also suggests that one possible solution to the
“open flux problem” (i.e., mismatch of OSF derived from PFSS
reconstruction from solar magnetograms and in-situ observations)
is open flux within the streamer belt that potential-based modeling
of coronal fields from photospheric fields is not capturing.

Jha et al. extend the sunspot area series from Kodaikanal Solar
Observatory to 1904–2017 by adding data for the period 1904–1911
and 2011–2017. The article discusses important aspects such as
calibration of the newly added digitized images, semi-automated
detection of sunspots, automated detection of sunspot umbra, and
validation of extracted features with currently available composite
series.

Chatzistergos et al. provide a comprehensive overview of the
currently known full-disk Ca II K data archivesThe article discusses
sources of the inhomogeneities in the data, existing processing
techniques, and the important results derived with such data so far.

Ermolli et al. provide a detailed overview ofThe Rome Precision
Solar Photometric Telescope (Rome/PSPT) which started solar
observation in 1996 and is still continuing to record multi-
wavelength solar data. The article encompasses aspects like data
acquisition, photometric calibration, image characterization, and
different scientific studies that have been enabled by PSPT.

McIntosh et al. use Hale cycle termination points as anchors
and forecast amplitude for SC25 to be 184 ± 63 at 2σ (13-month
smoothed sunspot number). Using the superposed epoch analysis
they also estimate the maximum timing to be between the last
quarter of 2023 and the last quarter of 2024.The paper highlights the
importance of studying solar longitudinal evolution and the need for
a multi-point observing capability to achieve the same.
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